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Forsage is the # 1 networking platform 
in the world, powered by decentralized 
smart contract technology on blockchain.

Forsage has about  1.7 million people members coming from more than 200 
countries around the world who have changed their lives by teaming up and 
becoming financially independent. Each Forsage member has created their own 
highly profitable and risk-free Online Cryptocurrency Earning Business! 

The platform, built on 
blockchain technology, 
works with smart 
contracts and allows 
you to open up 100% 
opportunities to 
generate profits. 
Absence of 
administrators and 
centralized forms of 
management allows 
the community to be 
as free and 
independent as 
possible. 

DECENTRALIZATION

Forsage smart 
contracts not only 
instantly distribute 
profits to the 
participants' wallets, 
but also provide a 
guarantee of 
security from 
outside interference, 
while confirming 
that the Platform 
has no balances, 
withdrawals, or 
commissions. 

SECURITY

There are no limits 
on the amount of 
income, there are no 
commissions from 
the Platform itself 
either. The efficiency 
provided by Forsage 
is beyond 
competition, the 
cross-platform and 
functional 
interfaces make 
your Business more 
comfortable. 

EFFICIENCY

The open aspects of 
readable Forsage 
source code and easily 
viewable transactions 
on blockchain are not 
only a guarantee of 
the security of 
receiving income, but 
also of transparency. 
This allows you to 
track all the actions 
and statistics of the 
platform (and) as well 
as view any account in 
real-time.  

TRANSPARENCY

It's never too 
late to get 
started with 
Forsage! The 
platform proves 
that even a 
freshly 
registered 
member can 
make tens and 
thousands of 
dollars in a 
matter of weeks 
or even days!

EQUALITY
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DECENTRALIZATION

What is decentralization? What are its benefits and advantages?  
Decentralized marketing is created on an automated contract that 
guarantees you maximum security and stability.

A smart contract is an algorithm with automatic execution. It exists 
inside the Smart Chain blockchain*, which is one of the top 
cryptocurrencies. Smart contracts, like cryptocurrencies themselves, 
are decentralized. They work strictly according to a certain program, 
and once they are launched, it is impossible to change their mode of 
operation. The code that determines the logic of a smart contract is 
written in a blockchain, and all calculations are performed by millions 
of computers around the world. This ensures that a smart contract 
cannot be hacked or stopped.

* Blockchain is an immutable register of transactions and information, 
protected from any further manipulation by cryptographic methods. 
It is simultaneously maintained by thousands of independent 
computers around the world.



BUSD
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WHAT IS A BUSD TOKEN

BUSD is a cryptocurrency with a fixed exchange rate that is equal to $1. It has a fully 
verified code and is approved by the New York State Department of Financial Services.

5 benefits of BUSD for Forsage:

1. Fixed Cost. Your Forsage performance is no longer affected by rate fluctuations and 
market corrections.

2. All the opportunities that cryptocurrency provides. BUSD token can be exchanged for 
any cryptocurrency on DEX exchangers with negligible fees in a couple of clicks.

3. Simple calculations. Registration fees, upgrades, and cycles are now specified in US 
Dollar equivalents.

4. Precise planning. You can accurately track costs and estimate results without 
wasting time converting from one unit to another.

5. Protection of participants' interests. BUSD is fully backed by the US Dollar at a ratio of 
1:1 and can always be exchanged for Dollars. It was created in a Paxos and Binance 
partnership.

Blockchain Technology

BUSD
SMАRT CHAIN



BUSD
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FORSAGE  BUSD  MARKETING  

Forsage marketing is implemented on the 
Smart Chain blockchain smart contract 
technology. The marketing employs the BUSD 
token in the BEP-20 format with a stable 
exchange rate of 1 USD. To send BUSD or any 
other token functioning in the Smart Chain 
blockchain, you will need a certain amount of 
BNB to pay the fee.

BNB — This is the internal BEP-20 format coin 
of the Smart Chain blockchain, which is 
required to pay the transaction fee.

BUSD — This is the BEP-20 format Smart Chain 
blockchain coin with a stable rate of 1 USD.

https://youtu.be/YAYAKIp5JeE



FORSAGE BUSD MARKETING

Forsage marketing is a matrix system based on decentralized smart 
contract technology. Profits come from inviting new partners to 
your team, who once registered stay with you forever since it is 
recorded in blockchain. The income is distributed automatically and 
instantly to the personal wallets of the participants.

Participants have access to 4 marketing programs, different in 
terms of profitability and conditions of interaction between 
partners. The most efficient method is to use all of these programs 
in parallel.  

The validity of the levels is not limited. By activating 
any level of the program once, it is assigned to you 
forever and does not require any additional rewards. 

Higher levels = more income. Marketing income is 
generated from the value of the level in which your 
partner took a spot. Therefore, working at higher 
levels increases your results. Marketing is built in 
such a way that income from one cycle is enough to 
activate the next level.  

Automatic cycles at all levels. The levels of each 
program contain a fixed number of spots. As soon as 
all the spots in the level are filled, a new cycle 
automatically begins.  

The number of cycles is not limited. A level activated 
once allows you to invite an unlimited number of new 
partners.  

Referral link. All personal partners whom you invite 
are assigned to you forever, and this cannot be 
changed, since it is recorded in a smart contract. 

BUSD
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x3 Program x4 Program

xXх Program xGold Program



FORSAGE PROGRAMS

ID

x3 Program

ID

xGold Program

ID

x4 Program

ID

xXx Program

BUSD
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3 200%

100%

30%

UPLINE

70%

Net profit
per cycle

Number of spots 
in the cycle

14

6

30580%

300%

1020%

line 1, 3 spots

100%

UPLINE

20%

UPLINE

30%
50%

line 1, 2 spots  

line 2, 4 spots 

line 3, 8 spots   

line 1, 2 spots

line 2, 4 spots

line 1, 2 spots

line 2, 4 spots

line 3, 8 spots

line 4, 16 spots

Net profit
per cycle

Number of spots 
in the cycle

Net profit
per cycle

Number of spots 
in the cycle

Net profit
per cycle

Number of spots 
in the cycle



Smart Contract. Forsage platform is based on smart contract 
technology. Forsage smart contracts are programmed in such a way, 
that they never store participants' funds, their balance is always zero. 
The purpose of the smart contract is to automatically redirect funds 
from incoming transactions to the wallets of other participants, 
according to marketing program rules.

Referral linking.  Also, your referral linkage remains unchanged, you 
can't change your upline partner, as well as your downline partners are 
assigned to you in your structure forever.

Personal Wallet. To become a member, you need to create your personal 
wallet. Detailed instructions can be found here: 
https://support.forsage.io/hc/en-us/categories/360003112100-FORSA
GE-BUSD

Only you have access to the funds. All rewards according to marketing 
are instantly credited to your personal wallet. All transactions are stored 
in the public domain in a blockchain. You can easily check each 
transaction and see where the funds have been transferred.

FORSAGE BUSD REGISTRATIONBUSD
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 FORSAGE BUSD REGISTRATION

Registration in Forsage BUSD is the activation of first levels in Forsage x3 
and x4 programs, which cost 5 BUSD each.
In total, registration costs 10 BUSD. The first levels in x3 and x4 programs 
are always activated together and cannot be accessed separately. All the 
following levels can be purchased one by one, in ascending order.

Registration transaction is credited to the smart contract. The smart 
contract records your wallet number into the structure and redirects the 
funds to the personal wallet of the person that invited you (your upline 
partner). You occupy a free spot in their first level of x3 program and first 
level of x4 program. Level 1 of x3 and Level 1 of x4 are respectively opened 
for you, and now you can invite partners through your personal referral 
link.

After activation of the first levels of x3 and x4 programs, the xXx program 
activation becomes available. After you activate xXx, activation of xGold 
program becomes available.

Detailed registration instructions can be found here: 
https://support.forsage.io/hc/en-us/categories/360003112100-FORSAGE
-BUSD

BUSD
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5 5

5 5

10 BUSD

x3 x4

You

upline

SMART CONTRACTBUSD

5 BUSD5 BUSD



100%

 x3 PROGRAM

Distribution of rewards when filling each spot in a level of the program is 
as follows:

The first partner you invite is placed on the first spot below you. 
Reward of 100% goes to your personal wallet.

 
The second partner is placed on the second spot below you. You 
also get 100% reward to your personal wallet.

The third partner is placed on the third spot below you and 
completes the cycle. 100% of the income goes to your upline 
partner's wallet, and a new cycle immediately begins for you, and 
you can fill up the spots again by inviting new partners. 

Likewise with your partners. Each time your partner completes the cycle of 
their level, you receive a reward to the wallet in 100% of the level cost, and 
the partner opens the new cycle again. At the same time, this partner takes a 
new spot below you. Thus, the same partner can occupy several spots in a 
row in your levels. 

Levels: 12       Lines: 1         Spots: 3

Yield per cycle:  200%

Upline

ID

1 Line 2 3

100%

100%

100%

1

All partners in your Forsage x3 program levels 
are the people whom you’ve personally invited. 
When partners register in the program using 
your referral link, they take spots below you.

1

100%

2

100%

3

100%

BUSD
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BUSD  x4 PROGRAM

The partners who occupy two spots below you in the first line are 
also in the second line of your upline's level. Reward of 100% 
goes to upline's wallet. By the same principle, you receive income 
not from the first, but from the second line.

Rewards from partners who occupy these spots instantly go to 
your wallet in the amount of 100%.

The partner completes the cycle of the level, the reward of 100% 
goes to your upline, and the new cycle begins for you. 

Levels: 12       Lines: 2        Spots: 6
Line 1 - 2 spots
Line 2 - 4 spots
Yield per cycle:  300%

In Forsage x4 program you can invite 
personal partners, as well as receive spillovers 
from above and below.

100%

100%

100%
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ID

1 Line

2 Line

100% 100%100% 100%

100% 100%

1 2

3 45 6

Don’t forget to activate next level so that you don’t miss the rewards 
from the previous one when its first cycle completes. 

1 2

3 5 4

6

When a partner on the 2nd line joins your upline, they take a place in your 1st 
line — that is, you receive a spillover from above. 
Similarly, a spillover can come from below. When a partner comes to your 
downline on the 1st line, then they will take a place on your 2nd line. Thus, 
places in the x4 levels can be occupied by people invited only by you, or 
there can be none invited by you, or mixed.

100%

upline



BUSD xXx PROGRAM

Second line (4 spots): you get 30% of the level cost from 
each of the four partners, and 70% goes to the upline, since 
for  him they are partners of the 3th line.

Third line (8 spots): you get 70% from each, 30% goes to the 
upline.

First line (2 spots): rewards go to your upline partners.

xXx cycle: The final reward from the 2nd 
line (30%) and the final reward from the 
3rd line (70%) are summed up and 
distributed to the upline partners, and a 
new cycle opens for you.

Levels: 12       Lines: 3        Spots: 14
Line 1 — 2 spots (to the upline partner)
Line 2 — 4 spots (30%)
Line 3 — 8 spots (70%)
Yield per cycle:  580%

FORSAGE.IO   12

30%

6

70%

14

30% 30% 30%

1

2
1 Line

2 Line

3 Line

70%

30%

ID

1

3 5

7 11 9 13

2

4 6

8 12 10 14
70% 70% 70% 70% 70% 70%70%

3
70%

30%

upline



Levels: 15       Lines: 4        Spots:  30
Line 1 — 2 spots (to the upline partner)
Line 2 — 4 spots (20%)
Line 3 — 8 spots (30%)
Line 4 — 16 spots (50%)
Yield per cycle:  1020%

1 Line

2 Line

3 Line

50%50%
4 Line

ID
1

3 5

7 11 9

15 23 19 27 17 25 21 29 16 24 20 28 18 26 22 30

2

4 6

8 1213 10 14

BUSD
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30%

50%

20%

upline

The advantage of xGold program is a larger number of 
partners and spillover opportunities, which generates an 
income of 1020% from one cycle of the level.

First line (2 spots): rewards go to your upline partner. 

Second line (4 spots): you get 20% from each spot.

Third line (8 spots): you get 30% from each spot.

Fourth line (16 spots): you get 50% from each participant 
(30% and 20% are distributed to upline partners).

xGold cycle: 
The last 2 spots from the 4th line (50% + 
50%) are summed up and 100% is 
distributed to upline partners, and a new 
cycle of the level begins automatically. 

50%50%

 xGOLD PROGRAM



All programs have levels that work on the same principle but 
differ in the cost of activation. Completing the full cycle of the 
level brings enough profit to activate the next level, and gives 
you the opportunity to earn 2 times more. 

Activating several levels and inviting partners to those levels 
at once speeds up your profit by many times. The levels do not 
have a validity period, so you should not be afraid that they 
will expire. Each active level constantly brings you income. 
How many levels can be activated at once? As many as you 
want, even all at once. 

One should bear in mind that you can open levels only in 
sequential order — for example, you can’t go to the fourth level 
without opening the third one.

х3 - has 12 levels 
х4 - has 12 levels 
хХх - has 12 levels 
хGold - has 15 levels 

Be careful, if you have not yet activated a certain 
level, and your partner activates it earlier, then 
overtaking will occur, and you will miss the reward.

BUSD
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HOW LEVELS WORK



HOW THE AUTOMATIC CYCLES WORKBUSD
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Automatic cycles open the same level for you, and you continue to receive income from it. This 
happens automatically as soon as the last free spot under you is taken by a partner. The current 
level completes its cycle, and the next cycle begins.

When a cycle is completed, you occupy a free spot in the level of your upline partner. And you 
have your level reopened with free spots for new partners. For each cycle, a reward of 100% 
goes to your upline partner's wallet. Cycles work in the same way for your invited partners, and 
each time their level completes a cycle, you receive a reward for it.

After the first cycle of a level, you will receive rewards for new partners at the 
same level only if your next level is activated in the program. Therefore, it is 
important to make upgrades in advance so as not to miss out on rewards.

How cycles in xXx work. For automatic activation of the level after a cycle in xXx program, you need 
100% value of the level. The first amount of 30% from last partner on the 2nd line is temporarily blocked 
on a smart contract, and as soon as the second amount of 70% from last partner on the 3rd line arrives, 
the cycle is automatically closed, and 100% for it instantly goes higher in the structure. 

How cycles in xGold work
For automatic activation of the level after a cycle in xGold program, you need 100% cost of its activation. 
Rewards from the last two partners on the 4th line are summed up (50% + 50%) for this activation.

200%6

Партнеров  Ре-циклов  Доход за 1 цикл  

1 2 3

ID

Upline

30%

6

70%

14

All partners in your Forsage x3 program levels 
are the people whom you’ve personally invited. 
When partners register in the program using 
your referral link, they take spots below you.

50%50%



UPGRADEBUSD
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UPGRADE is the activation of the next more expensive level. Income from 1 cycle of each level is enough to upgrade to the next 

level. The reward for the upgrade goes to your upline partner, provided that they already have this level activated. You get to 

decide whether to activate the next level or not. But if you do not have the next level open, then the rewards from second cycle 

of this level will be redirected to the upline partners.

If you miss a reward from new partners due to lack of upgrade, then referral linking allows you to get your partners back. 
When you upgrade to the next level, your referral partner will take a place below you in their next cycle, and will follow you 
with each next cycle.

You can overtake your upline partner by activating levels they have not yet activated.  In such a case, you will occupy 
a spot in their closest upline partner’s level, provided that this partner has such a level activated. The reward goes to 
him instead of your direct upline.



LEVEL FREEZEBUSD
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Level freeze occurs if the partners have taken all the 
spots in the level completing the first cycle, but the 
next level is not activated (lack of upgrade).

When “frozen”, the level remains inactive. Partners 
continue to occupy spots in your level but you miss 
out on profits from this level until the next level is 
activated.

Exceptions include the last levels in Forsage programs 
(12th or 15th in xGold).



Lost profits are cases when you miss rewards for partners, and they are redirected to an upline partner. 
Lost profits can occur for two reasons:

Overtaking: You have not activated the level that your downline partner has activated. This reward goes to the 
closest upline partner who activated this level. 

Freezing: Your level is completely filled, and the 1st cycle has been completed, but the next more expensive level
is still not activated.

After you activate the level, your partner will come back to you again in his next cycle. 

Extra profit is a reward that comes to you from below, because one or more of the downline partners have 
lost their profits. Thus, you can gain extra profits from the depth of your structure when your downline is 
overtaken, and you are the first in your structure who has this level activated. Therefore, activation of higher 
levels allows you to receive such rewards for overtaking from downline partners.

LOST PROFIT AND EXTRA PROFIT
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Spillovers is a process when spots in your levels are occupied not only by your personally invited partners, but also by 
partners invited by the other members of your team. Forsage marketing programs allow you to receive spillovers from both 
your upline and downline partners in x4, xXx and xGold.

SPILLOVERSBUSD
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You can overtake your upline partner, acquiring levels which they have not yet activated. In this case, your reward goes to 
their closest upline partner, who has such a level activated, and the income goes to them. Referral linking allows you to 
return everyone to their places. This means that when your upline activates the required level, in the next cycle you will 
take the spot under them again. Thus, the consolidation of personally invited partners is preserved forever.

Personal partner is a person who registered with your personal affiliate link. 
They take the closest free spot in the level immediately after your position.

Spillover from above is a personally invited partner of your upline. 
They take the next free spot in the level of your upline partner, 
and accordingly get in your level too, but on the higher line.

Spillover from below is a personally invited partner of your downline.

Overtake is a situation when a partner overtakes their upline, and 
temporarily takes a spot directly below you. If your downline partner has this 
level activated, in the next cycle this partner will take a place under their 
direct upline partner.



BUSD
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Forsage 
Participant Calculator

Calculate your possible result in Forsage. 
Select a program and number of levels. 
You will see the estimated result of one 
cycle from all selected levels.

https://forsage.io/#calculator-list-item-1

PROFIT

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10

11 

12

5

10

20

40

80

160

320

640

1250

2500

5000

9900

Price, BUSD Yield per cycle, BUSD

FORSAGE x3

15

30

60

120

240

480

960

1920

3750

7500

15000

29700

59775

* BUSD is a stablecoin pegged
to the US Dollar at a 1:1 ratio

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10

11 

12

5

10

20

40

80

160

320

640

1250

2500

5000

9900

Price, BUSD Yield per cycle, BUSD

FORSAGE x4

20

40

80

160

320

640

1280

2560

5000

10000

20000

39600

79700

* BUSD is a stablecoin pegged
to the US Dollar at a 1:1 ratio



BUSD
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PROFIT

* BUSD is a stablecoin pegged
to the US Dollar at a 1:1 ratio

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10

11 

12

8

15

29

57

111

211

411

799

1555

2999

5775

9696

Price, BUSD Yield per cycle, BUSD

Forsage xXx

54.4

102

197.2

387.6

754.8

1434.8

2794.8

5433.2

10574

20393.2

39270

65932.8

147328.8

Price, BUSD Yield per cycle, BUSD

Forsage xGold

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10

11 

12

13

14

15

10

20

30

50

80

130

210

340

550

890

1440

2330

3770

6100

9870

112

224

336

560

896

1456

2352

3808

6160

9968

16128

26096

42224

68320

110544

289184

* BUSD is a stablecoin pegged
to the US Dollar at a 1:1 ratio
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Forsage Participant Calculator:  https://forsage.io/#calculator-list-item-1

HOW MANY LEVELS SHOULD BE ACTIVATED AT THE START?

x3

x4

xGOLD

xXx

Of course, you can start with 1 level. But it is recommended to 
activate at least the first 3 levels right at the start. 
This will allow you to get good results from the very beginning.
Such a strategy can maximize your results.

Many successful participants use this strategy of activating 
several levels from the beginning. They set an example for those 
below them, and so do they follow. As a result, profits of the 
whole structure grow much faster. Many start with 
5 levels at once, while some start with 7 or even more levels.

1 2 3 4

5 10 20 40

1 2 3 4

5 10 20 40

1 2 3 4

10 20 30 50

1 2 3 4

8 15 29 57
5 10 20 35

35

52

60

5 10 20

8 15 29

10 20 30

182 BUSD

321

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3
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Forsage Official links
Forsage Official page - https://forsage.io
Forsage BUSD - https://busd.forsage.io 
Forsage Community - https://community.forsage.io
Forsage Academy - https://academy.forsage.io
Forsage Support Center - https://support.forsage.io/hc/ru/-
categories/360003112100-FORSAGE-BUSD

Marketing Materials
Forsage Brandbook - https://forsage.io/docs/brandBook.pdf 

Forsage official Telegram Bots
Forsage Support Bot - https://t.me/forsage_io_support_bot 
Forsage BUSD Notifier Bot - https://t.me/busd_forsage_io_bot

Official Social Channels
Telegram Channel - 
Telegram Chat - https://t.me/smartpeoplechat 
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/forsage.io.official 
Twitter - https://twitter.com/forsageofficial 
Youtube - 

https://t.me/forsageio_o cial  

 https://youtu.be/YAYAKIp5JeE https://www.youtube.com/c/FORSAGECommunity Forsage BUSD O cial video -


